
Grain Storage Bins

cor-lok flooring 

GSI’s “Cor-Lok” flooring is 
available in 18 and 20 gauge 
and features a 12% open round-hole 
perforation that prevents any restriction 
in airflow. The full width corrugation 
and smooth surface provide easy 
cleaning and make this floor a popular 
choice. The 20 gauge “Cor-Lok” is also 
available in a small grains perforation.

Optional plenum clean out panels 
provide additional convenience for 
plenum clean out or floor inspection.

grAndstAnd PAtented* 
locking tAB suPPorts

Patented* locking tabs attach supports 
to the GSI plank flooring to avoid 
support movement during installation 
or fan operation in empty bins. 
Available in 18 gauge and 20 gauge. 
Tab supports lock to the floor in 
two different positions to prevent 
movement.

GSI manufactures many agri-floor designs to meet your specific grain type or 
aeration requirements. All floor parts are galvanized for lasting durability and 
feature a unique locking system for reduced floor movement and solid support.

GSI offers many custom aeration floor 
systems as well, including full floors 
above concrete with custom plenum 
heights, various flush floor in-concrete 
patterns, and aeration systems for 
concrete hopper foundations or steel 
commercial hopper bottomed tanks.

* Locking Tab Patent No. 4137682

cut-lok flooring 

“Cut-Lok” flooring is the strongest 
plank offered from GSI. This flooring 
is designed with a 12% opening that 
prevents any restriction to airflow, 
lanced extrusions and deep  
corrugated ribs across a  
crowned surface for  
maximum stability.

trAditionAl
flooring

gsi cut-lok
flooring

STrong Floor SuPPorT
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We offer complete package solutions for all your grain storage and handling 
requirements. Our farm series bins range in size from 15’ to 60’ diameter with 
a variety of flooring, grain conditioning, and material handling options to 
choose from depending on your specific application.

Farm storage bins are constructed using high tensile steel sidewall sheets, 
up to 65,000 p.s.i. (450 MPa) minimum. A commercial G-90, bright spangle 
galvanized steel coating increases life and durability. In addition, only GSI 
is capable of providing 5 and 6 gauge steel sidewall panels for unmatched 
strength.

2.66" & 4.00" Sidewall Panel Corrugation 
Due to the large investment, few bin manufacturers are capable of producing 
two “in-house” corrugated patterns. In addition, corrugated steel from other 
sources that lack the proper machinery can lead to poor sidewall quality and 
cause delays in field construction. GSI’s exclusive, roll-forming press corrugates 
with complete precision and provides accurate sidewall sheets every time. 
This process assures a tighter fit and increased weather protection.

Cut-Lok Flooring is the strongest 
plank designed with a 12% opening 
that prevents any restriction to 
airflow, lanced extrusions and deep 
corrugated ribs across a crowned 
surface for maximum stability.

Gauge MattersBin Access

Bin Anchor BrAckets 

GSI farm bins are secured with our heavy duty anchor 
brackets and either J-bolt/U-bolt or concrete anchor bolts. 
The anchor brackets are formed to match the corrugated 
sidewall sheets and placed outside the bin for easy installation 
and adjustment. The return flanged bottom ring is roll formed 
outward, eliminating the need for bolt-on base angles on our 
non-stiffened 4.00" bins. 

For even more strength, GSI offers 
stiffened grain bins. Stiffened bins 
are based on the same engineering 
principles as larger commercial bins 
and use vertical stiffeners to channel 
the load of the bin to the foundation 
more effectively.

2.66" & 4.00" sidewAll PAnel corrugAtion 

Due to the large investment, few bin manufacturers are 
capable of producing two "in-house" corrugated patterns. In 
addition, corrugated steel from other sources that lack the 
proper machinery can lead to poor sidewall quality and cause 
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GSI storage bins are constructed using high tensile steel sidewall sheets,  
up to 65,000 p.s.i. (450 MPa) minimum. A commercial G-90, bright spangle 
galvanized steel coating increases life and durability. In addition,  
only GSI is capable of providing 5 and 6 gauge steel sidewall panels  
for unmatched strength.

8 gAuge Vs. 5 gAuge
gAlVAnized steel 

Previously, the heaviest galvanized 
steel available for sidewall panels 
was 8 gauge (.164"). GSI's exclusive 
5 gauge (.205") galvanized steel 
sidewall panels are 25% thicker and 
provide up to a 37.5% increase in 
overall strength.

.164"

.205"

no oTher manuFacTurer 
in The World oFFerS SideWall 

heaVier Than 8 gauge!
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All inner door panels on walk through 
doors open completely with no hori-
zontal bars or braces to unbolt or re-
move.  The outer door cover swings 
completely open with the door cover 
hold-back and closes tightly with a 
weather seal.

Previously, the heaviest galvanized 
steel available for sidewall panels 
was 8 gauge (.164"). GSI's exclusive 5 
gauge (.205") galvanized steel side-
wall panels are 25% thicker and pro-
vide up to a 37.5% increase in overall 
strength.

GSI bins feature a large diameter roof 
manway with full rubber bulb type 
seal.  The lid hangs fully open for ease 
of use.

Phone: 717-274-5333                 Fax: 717-274-533426



ceNter well - Full OpeN gate

Rack and  Pinion Controls are standard on  
10” and optional for 8”.

Standard bin sweeps are available in 6", 8", and 10" 
sizes and can be used in bins ranging in size from 15' 
to 42'. Torque tube and back shield adjust for close floor 
clearance. Bins 30' or larger include an intermediate 
bearing to help stabilize the sweep flight.

ceNter wells 

All wells and tubes are built with long lasting,  • 
durable galvanized steel. 
Our bin wells work with an aeration/drying floor, • 
preformed trench.
We offer the full gate, concrete center, and the  • 
band-on intermediate wells with nylon rollers.

WeaTher reSiSTanT rooFS

roof construction 

GSI fabricates bin roofs out of prime high tensile,G-90 
galvanized steel. The roll-formed roof ribs are fully double 
capped and have four enhanced reinforced areas on each rib 
for increased strength and rigidity.  On-Farm storage bin roofs 
all feature roof support rings for solid roof support. Die-formed 
brackets firmly secure the roof rings to the roof ribs. On-Farm 
storage bin roofs support 6,000 lbs. on the center peak of the 
bin, far more than the 2,500 lb standard that had been in place 
for the previous 30 years. Roof panels are pre-punched for 
easy installation of large roof vents and feature an extruded lip 
to deter moisture and condensation.

two styles of roof Vents 

GSI offers two styles of roof vents with heavy duty lock seams for weather protection. The 
hinged grill vent features a large mesh, wire-formed screen that is vertically mounted to keep 
out pests and swings open freely to allow easy release of trash buildup. The auto-vent reduces 
“plugging” or air restriction by allowing air to pass freely above and below a wing-shaped 
damper when fans are running. When the fan is not in operation, the damper drops down and 
closes. Each GSI roof vent increases exhaust area by 1.6 square feet and bolts directly to a 
factory, pre-punched roof sheet. 

A very large diameter peak opening allows for fast filling,  
easy access to overhead equipment and greater air flow  
during drying. The hingeless cap slides open and closed on 
rods and is secured with a spring loaded latch. Peak ring 
flashing tabs between the roof ribs provide additional  
weather protection.

roof rings stAndArd 

Roof rings are standard on 
most GSI On-Farm storage bin 
roofs with 18' - 48' diameter 
tanks featuring two roof rings.

eAVe cliPs 

GSI's eave clips let you set roof eave clearance easily at 
the time of installation. Increase exhaust area for drying 
applications or position low to help prevent the elements and 
small pests from entering during long term storage.

Auto-Vent hinged grill Vent

Roof Vent Patent #5344363 | Extruded Lip Roof Panel Patent #4480523 Page 4The Power of VerSaTIlITy

Band-On Intermediate Well with Nylon Rollers Shallow Intermediate Well

Our removable bin sweep gives you the versatility to easily move the entire unit  
from one bin to another.

Features

Sweeps have Torque tubes and back shield adjustment for close floor clearance, • 
giving you maximum bin clean out.
All sweeps have sealed, self-aligning bearings to reduce replacement costs.• 
10” Shallow Int./Center Wells for 12” Floors.• 
Tubes are available in 6”, 8”, or 10” diameters and are extended 1’  • 
to accommodate 8” to 10” Rack and Pinion Controls.
Standard bin sweeps can be used in bins ranging in size from 15’ - 48’.• 
All tubes and wells are galvanized or powder coat finished for extended life.• 
All 8" & 10" augers are standard with Dura-Edge• ® Flighting.

Center Wells
• All wells are built with long lasting, 

durable galvanized steel.
• Our bin wells work with an aeration/

drying floor, preformed trench.

The Hinged Grill Roof Vent features 
heavy duty lock seams for weather 
protection.  A large mesh, wire-
formed screen is vertically mounted to 
keep out pests and swings open freely 
to allow easy release of trash buildup  
Each roof vent increases exhaust area 
by 1.6 square feet and bolts directly to 
a factory, pre-punched roof sheet.

Intermediate Well
• 8 Gauge Galvanized Steel Gates.
• Nylon Rollers in each well.

Center & Intermediate Wells

Roof Vents

6"        GK2804        $240.80
8"        GK2805        $247.80

6"       GK7920        $226.80
8"       GK7921        $234.50

MIS-6786        $234.50

Bin loading &
unloading SySTemS

Grain spreaders are available  
for bins up to 60 ft. in diameter,  
with a 1000-6000 BPH (26-152MT) 
spreading capacity. The Power Spread 
grain spreader has a 1/2 HP motor and 
is wired for 115 volts. 

The Super Spread grain spreader has  
a 1 HP motor, and is offered in either  
1 phase, 115 or 230 volt, or 3 phase,  
230 or 460 volt. 
 

Non-motorized models are also 
available.

GSI’s standard bin sweep (shown 
top) comes in 3 sizes: 6” (152.4mm), 
8” (203.3mm), and 10” (254mm). The 
standard sweep can be used with bins 
ranging in size from 15’ (4.58mm) to 
42’ (12.8m).

25° incline Power heAds

horizontAl Power heAds

GSI manufactures a variety of low cost, low maintenance augering systems for 
bin unloading.  This includes a number of  bin sweeps, power heads, and floor 
wells, in addition to bucket elevators and conveyors for any size installation, 
including large scale commercial operations. 

GSI augers now feature Dura-Edge® 
flighting.  This exclusive patented 
technology provides up to a 30% 
thicker edge compared to regular 
flighting and results in extended wear 
with no increase in price.

Power sweePs

GSI has a power sweep designed to meet your specific requirements.

durA-edge® regulAr 
flighting

mAteriAl hAndling

Power sweeP unloAd cAPAcity 
with horizontAl

6 Inch 1500 BPH
8 Inch 2500 BPH
10 Inch 4000 BPH

Power sweeP unloAd cAPAcity 
with VerticAl

6 Inch 1250 BPH
8 Inch 2500 BPH

10 Inch 3750 BPH
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25° Incline Power Heads
• Can be used on bins up  

to 75' diameter.
• Available in 6" (horizontal) 

to 6” (incline), 6" to 8", 
8" to 8", 8" to 10", or 10" to 12".

• All inclines have a 2 or 3 belt drive 
and include an adjustable support stand.

Horizontal
• Horizontal power heads are 

available in 6", 8", 10", and 12" sizes.
• Standard units are offered  

in 1, 2, & 3 belt drives.
• Commercial units are 

offered in 2, 3, or 4 belt drives.

Power Heads

Center Well Trash Guard
• Helps to divert trash away from 

the center well entrance.
• Avoid the nuisance of clogged 

wells and keep the grain flowing. 
AAA-10001        $160.00

As a GSI dealer, 
AFS can offer 

comprehensive 
support of GSI 

products.

Toll-Free 800-720-5333                   www.afsproducts.com 27


